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The Heart of Strategy Instruction
+ttective modeling-

Jean Schumaker
CoordiDator of Research

The model

hink about the last time you did
something that was truly difficult
for you. Perhaps it was leaming a

new sport like golf or tennis or something new
related to your job like providing leaming
sfategy instruction. What thought processes
and self-instruction did you use? What
observable acts did you perform?

If you werc working very hard at leaming,
you were probably actively engaged in
thinking through what to do next, telling
younelf what to do, monitoring your progress,
and evaluating your performance (all cognitive
acts)-in addition to physically performing the
task, For example, if you were practicing wind
surfing, you might be constantly planning your
next move (e.g., "It's time to tack, or I'll crash
into those rocks."), telling yourself what steps
to take to accomplish that move (e.g., "Let's

see. to come-about. I'll tilt the mast toward the
stem."). reminding yourself to be palient 5ince
sailboards take a while to respond (e.g.. "Just

wait it out. It'll happen!"), monitoring your
progress te.g.. 

'O.K. It 's starting to tum.").
evaluating your performance (e.g., "Gosh. I
goofed! This water's cold!"), and telling
yourself what to do next time to avoid getting

step around the mast.").
Most of us do silent verbal acts without

needing anyone to tell us or show us how to do
them. Research in the field of leaming
disabilities suggests that leaming disabled and
other low-achieving youngste$ may not use
self-talk effectively to guide their performance.
Thus, as teachers, we may need to teach
students these cognitive behaviors as well as
the overt physical acts they need to perform a
given task. The Model Step of instruction is

fundamental for teaching and demonstrating
these cognitive behaviors.

Instructional Phases of the
Model Step

The Model Step in the instructo$' manuals
of the Learning Strategies Curriculum
includes four phases of instruction: Advance
Organizer, Presentation, Student Enlistment,
and Post-Organizer.

Advance Organizer
The Advance-Organizer phase is the

roadmap for instruction. It focuses students'
attention on where they haye been (i.e,, what
they have leamed) and where they are going
(i.e., what they will leam in the current
lesson). Thus, this phase usually includes a
review of plgyiou! leaming covering the
strategy steps and strategy applicationi In
addition, the teacher pg$onali@! the sfategv
so that students understand how its use will
benefit them. This phase also includes a
definition of lesson content. For the Model
Step, the definilion contains an explanation of
what a model is, how it can help students as
leamers, and a brief description of the activi-
ties in the lesson. Finally, expectations with
regard to student involvement during the
lesson are stated, such as instructions for
students to: (a) watch the demonstration,
(b) pay particular attention to what the teacher
says and does, and (c) imitate what has been
demonstrated.

It is suspected that successful leamers typi-
cally watch and listen to everything that goes
on around them and imitate models without
having to be told, "Watch me," or "Do it like I

(continued on page 2)
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... The heart of strategy
instruction
do." For example, if they see friends
skate boarding, they imitate their
moves. Similady, they may see a
basketball player on TV make a dunk
shot and later imitaie the shot. In
conEast, poor leamers tend to make
less use of models. This is particu-
larly evident in their poor perform-
ance in the area of social skills.
Social skills axe rarely taught for-
mally; instead, successful leamers
acquire many social skills through
imitation. Poor leamers typically do
not learn these skills, perhaps because
they do not attend to models in their
enyironment, perhaps because they do
not view models as somethine to

fluid and organized; thus, preparation
and practice are critical. Specifically,
the demonstration emphasizes the
cognitive acts required to perform the
strategy through a thinking-aloud
process. As the teacher thinks aloud,
thrce types of cognitive processes
should be emphasized. First,
demonstrate self-instruction. For ex-
ample, the teacher models how to cue
oneself to use the next strategy step
(e.9., "Let's see, the next step is
'Insert a lelter'.") and how to tell
oneself what to do to complete that
step (e.g.,"Okay, I'll try inserting one
ofthe vowels. I'll start with 'a'.").

Second, model how to do problelq
solving (e.g., "Hmm. . . I haYe a
oroblem. There are nine items in this

I did on this one.").
The demonstration focuses both on

thinking about and pqb$oing Se !ask.
Merely describing a performarce (i.e.,
telling what to do) does not provide a
true model of thinking processes and
physical acts that students can imitate.
Therefore, the entie strategy must be
demonstrated and the whole task-
beginning to end-must b€ shown.
When the task is completed, the
teacher can say, "Great! I'm done.
That was easy. now I can stan lo use
the shategy again on. . . ."

As the demonstration proceeds, it is
important to avoid mental leaps. For
example, while demonsffating the
'FIRST' steps in the FIRST-Letter
Mnemonic Strategy, the teacher shows

J

. . . successful learners typically watch and

listen to everything that goes on around them

and imitate models without having to be told.

imitate, and/or because they fail to
cue into salient or subtle parts of
models. Thus, it is important to
instruct these students to watch and
listen so they can leam to accurately
imitate. It is also important to
forewam them that they will be
expected to panicipate in the demon-
stration so they can mentally prepare
for their role in the lesson.

Presentation
The Presentation phase of the

Model Step is comprised of a teacher
demonstration of the strategy. The
demonstration includes all the ele-
ments of how to think and act while
performing the strategy. It should be

list, and I should only have seven. I
need to break the list into two lists. I
know! I'll put these four items
together because they're related to
plants and these five items together
because they're related to anima.ls,").
Third, demonstrate the monitoring
required while performing a strat-
egy. For example, include in the
demonsffation instances of checking
progress (e.9., "I-et's see, where am
I?" "I just finished the 'S' step."),
evaluating progess (e.g., "Hey, I
memorized that list! That's great!
I'm ready for the next list."), and
adjusting performance (e.g.. "On the
next list, I'll remember to check to
see if I can use a friend's initials like

how each step is tried before resorting
to the next step. Making a mental leap
to "Shaping a sentence" (the fourth
step of the strategy) without trying the
first three strategy steps does not help
students because all the thought
processes involved in the decision-
making process are not modeled.
Studenls will nol know how to make
similar decisions if they do not witness
their teachers making them.

Student Enlistment
During the Student Enlistrnent phase

of the Model Step, students are
plqlqpllgr! to gradually perform more
and more of the required thought
processes and physical acts themselves;
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that is, they become the demonstxa-
tors. For example, students can be
initially prompted to name the next
step. Once they master this. prompr
them to say what they would instruct
themselves to do at a given step.
Then they can be prompted to say
what they would say as they: (a)
check their progress, (b) evaluate therr
performance,(c) make adjusftnents,
and (d) problem-solve. In this
process. rtudenls are required to use
the actual words they would say to
themselves (e.9., "I'll look for the
main idea in the first sentence.")
instead of telling the teacher what to
do (e.g., "Look for the main idea.").
To facilitate this process, one student
at a time can demonstrate thinking
aloud and performing the behaviors
required by the task.

Enlisting students in the demonstra-
tion serves as initial guided practice
of the cognitive and physical parts of
a strategy. By involving the students,
the teacher can gbggk their under-
standing of the stategy steps and the
processes involYed in performing
them. In addition, the exercise
provides students with good models
to imitate and examples of what they

should not do. Teacher feedback,
including correction and exoansion of
student responses during the exercise,
is critical to help students distinguish
good from poor models. Thus,
throughout the Student Enlistment
phase, the teacher checks that verbal
and physical acts are accurate and
appropriate, prcmpts as much self-
talk as posrible. and provides specific
feedback about the self-talk as well as
other aspects of students' perform-
ances. Additionally, the teacher
engineers success by assigning tasks
that have a high likelihood of success.

Post-Organizer
The final phase of the Model Step,

the Post-Organizer, sums up what has
been accomplirhed in the lesson and
draws the students' attention to: (a)
the models they have witnessed, (b)
their function, and (c) the importance
of imitating the cognitive thinking
processes they have heard and the
physical acts they have seen. Thus,
the teacher reviews the information
that has been covered, and pe$A!al:

izg! !b9 strategv so students are
reminded how use of the shategy can
help them. Future lessons and

activities are previewed to g!9
directiol to students future leaming.
In addition, the teacher e!9! students
10 r9sa4! their plqglgss on their Prog-
ress Charts and the Management
Chart. Finally, the teacher makes a
statement of expectations conveying
the message that the students are to
master the strategy quickly and easily.

Thus, an effective model for a
learning strategy involves a demon-
stration that integrates thought
processes voiced aloud with physical
acts. It also involves an introduction
and a conclusion both of which draw
students' attention to the demonstra-
tion and ils function in relation lo the
leaming process and imitation. In
addition. an effective model engages
students in guided practica of the
cognitive processes and other
b€haviors that are required to perform
the strategy. The inclusion of these
components in each Model Step of
instruction leads to earlier student
success in the practice steps of
instruction and ultimately to quicker
mastery of each stategy.

Editor's Note: Teachers can use thc
Cue Card on pp. 4-5 of Strategram to a)e
themselves to include all the phases and
components of a good model during the
Model Step of insrucdon.

Management

When several students need SIM feedback or conference time with the teacher, Patricia Bost of
Logger's Run Middle School, Boca Raton, Florida, introduces her students to the Bost's Deli
Method. fo sel up your own deli:
. make laminated numbers 1 through 30
. place numbers on a peg next to the student folder area
. instruct students to take a number (.lust as they would in a deli) only when they are ready tot 5

minutes of uninterrupted teacher time
. call the next number when feedbacUconference with a student is finished.

Patti reports that her "deli" technique reduces the number of times that students interrupt each
other, and Patti comments, "This method keeps me sane through Verbal Rehearsal and into Grade-
Appropriate Practice." Students, too, enjoy this managemenl technique, some have even brought
stuffed fruits and vegetables to place at the "deli counter."

*Most students don't need 5 minutes, but leel impoftant knowing this length of time has been allotted.



Teacher's Cue Card for the Four Instructional Phases of Modeling
IJse these instructional categories and phlases to embellish the procedures provided i tour strateSies instructors' nanuals.

PHASEI: ADVANCEORGANIZER

Review Previous Learning Okay, let's go over the steps of the strateg! that we discussed yesterday.

Great,you're beginning to remember some of the steps of. - ..

Let me go over this step again so it's clearer.
Where could you use this strategy at school, at home, on the job?

What miSht cue you to use this strategy?

Personalize the Strategy
What do Jou think v)ouw begin to h.appen if tou used this

s t q t e g y i n . . . ?
If you don't learn this strategr, what might be some of the consequences

thqt you might h.eve to face in. . . ?
(Student's name), tell me why you think this strategy is going to help you.

Define the Content
Now that we have reviewed the infonnation we covered in the

Describe stage, what is the next stage of instructiotu, -
That's right, but what's q model?
Whqt qre you going to be learning in the modeling stage?
How is "thinking aloud" important to tou?

State Expectations
What do you think I am going to do:'
What do you think you're going to do?
That's right. I expect you to watch and do

everything thqt I do when it's your turn.
Remember, today tou are going to be involved in showing

eteryone how you think qbout this strategy, too!

PHASEII: PRESENTATION

Think Aloud Okay, let me see, if I do this. . . then . . . . Hey, it worked!
I can do this. . . now, when will this work?. - . Wo',I)!
W hat would happen if I. . ., hmm, no, I can't do thnt.
Let me try. . . . Okay,I can do it again.

Self-Instruct Okay, now I will use the _ strategy.
I will write the mnemonic _on my paper.
The firsr step is_. In this step. I . . . .
Okqy, no,/,) I need to do the nex.t step which is -

Problem-Solve
Hmm. . . this doesn't work, whqt should I do?
Okay, let me try this. . . hmm. . . . It still does not work. . . .
Well,let me try this. . . . How about this. . . hmm. This seems

to work. I think I will d,o b this vtay.

Self-Monitor
How did I do on that? Did I do that right? Let me check thqt.
I better do this over. . . hmm. Why did I do that? Does that look right?

I did that right, great job! It worked! Great, right on the mark!

Perform Task
Now, I need to _. (do it)
I complete this by -. (do it)
I org)rir" thit iy 

- 
. 1do it1

Great,I have completed the tqsk. I am qll done! It feels great!



PHASEIII: STUDENTENLISTMENT

Ma! be Reproduced

Prompt Involvement Okay, I't'e gotten you started, what's next?
What's the next step, (student) ?
What would you sq! to lourself on this step? Oka!, noti' do it.
Tell me what you're thinking.
What question should 1ou askyourself here?

Check Understanding Erplain, ,hat you are supposed to do here.
Why did _do that?
Show us what you do here. Explain it as you do it.
What is iwolved in that step?

Correct & Expand
Responses

Gobd start, now you need to do whzt?. . . Right!
During this step, you need to say to yourself that. . . . Nowyoudoit.
Right, but don'tforget to.... Now, show me how youwould do it.
Okay, stop. In this part i)e need to. . . . What did lou do?
Le{s try it again. This time, remember to. . . . Great job!

Engineer Success You're <loingfine. Now, dothis.... Okay, backup, and
try this. . . . Good. Wdit a minute, what's the cue card say?
Good. . . .Good. . . .Great, lou did it. See, this is going to be easJ
for you.

Let's do it again, this time a little slower. I think lou viill frnd it
easier if you use your cue cards a little more.

PHASE IV: POST ORGANIZER

Review the Model Great iob! Now let's review a little. What is a model?
Hou,, did the model help you? Based on the model, what should

YOU remember to do? And what types of things should you say
to loursew What were the steps $'e modeled?

Personalize the Strategy When could you use this strategl, (student)?
Why is it important to use this strategJ erery chance you get?
Why is "talking to yourself important? How can you do this when

other people are around? How will lou remember to do this?

Give Direction Okay, what stage of learning the strategy have we completed? What
instructi.rnal stage is neft? What is inyolred in a rehearsal?

It is '',ery important that you memorize and real\ understand all the
parts of the strategy. Wh)r?

State Expectations I know that you can do this. . . .I want lou to start using this strdtegy,
ewn parts of the strateg!,1ahen it rrill help Jou meet a demand.

I know that this strategy combined with Jour elfort .nlill make you more
successful. I erpect lou to master this stategy bJ. . . .

Cue Progress Checks What do we do when we complete a specific instructional stage?
That's right,we mark our progress chart. Co ahead and do it. You

should knou,, how to do that for yowself. Ifyou need help,
let me know.

Developed bJ Keith lanz, Barb Duchotdt, and ,lolce Rademacher
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Spencer deMille

If you want to leam about Strate-
gies Interttention Model success from
a student's point of view-meet
Spencer deMille of Chico Senior
High School in Chico, Califomia.
Spencer started at Chico High in his
sophomore year with a writing deficit.
Kathleen Gabriel, resource special.
ist, introduced Spencer to SIM.
During the next three years,
he completgd the Sentence
Writing Statcgy. the Error Monitor-
ing Strategy, the Word ldentification
S trate gy, the F I RST -Letkr M nemoni c
Strategy, and the Paraphrasing
Strategy.

Kathleen describes her student:
"When Spencer came to Chico as a
sophomore, he had a great desire to
improve. He was also willing to get
feedback from his teachers. Because
of his drive, determination, and desire,
Spencer was able to have tremendous
success in reaching his goals."

By second semester of his junior
year, Spencer had improved his
writing skills enough to enroll in a

crack of dawn to paste, cut, and
anange."

Spencer's efforts paid off. First he
was honored as "Staffer of the Year"
by the local newspaper,The Enter-
prise Record-ut award given to ozly
one student joumalist from each high
school in the county. In conjunction
with "Staffer of the Year", Spencer
was awarded a four-week paid
summer intemship at rhe Enterprise
Record-

Spencer's exciting experiences
didn't end with his recent intemship.
He is cunently spending a year as a
foreign exchange student to the
United Kingdom.

-high school student-
joumalism class. This experience was
so rewarding that he decided on a full
year ofjoumalism his senior year. As
a member of the joumalism class,
Spencer worked on the school
newspaper, Red and Gold. ln a
fearure article about Soencer. he was

Spencer's formula
for success is: "Be

motivated,
dependable
and read a lot,
especially
newspapers."

described "as a dedicated member of
Red and Gold. who has sacrificed
many late nights, going home after
midnight, and retuming again at the

IO

Snt Std'r-/a"c€, /odc.

Janet Jones, teacher at Brooklyn Junior High School in Brooklyn
Park, Minnesota and SIM lrainer, was one of five special educators nation-
wide to receive lhe 1988 Outstanding Teacher Award in Learning Disabili-
fles from the Council for Learning Disabilities.

Janet was nominated for this award by the Minnesota state chapter of
the international Council for Learning Disabilities for her leadership in the
field of learning disabilities in addition to her personal and professional

the students she serves. Along with the four other special educators, Janet
received her award at a Leadership Brunch during the 1Oth International Conference on
Learning Disabilities, October 13-15, in Louisville, Kentucky.

In her endorsement of Janet for CLD's award, Helen Etnier, president of the Minnesota
Council for Learning Disabilities, states, "Both administrative and teaching staff see Janet
as a truly gifted teacher. . . she expects success from her students, is innovative, versa-
tile, energetic, creative, and professional."
S T R A T E G  R A M  6



Social Skills for Daily
Living

---a new curriculum-

Do any of your students "blow

up" when things don't go their
way or when someone coffects
them? Do they hLve trouble
making friends and mqintqining

friendships? Do the! haye
dfficulty fo I lowing instuctions
or recruiting help when they
need it?
If your answer is "yes" to any of

these questions, the new Social Skills

for Daily Living curiculum may help
you provide lhe social skil ls instruc-
tion your students need. The program
was developed with the needs of you,
the leaming strategies teacher, in
mind. Many of the activities in the
program are leamer-managed: thal is.
most students witl mild handicaps
can independendy read the comic
books and work through the skill
books and workbooks that make up
part of the program while you provide
leaming strategy instruction and
feedback to other students. Role-play
practice of the social skills can take

1 a f - n
\7 lE \'

67th Annual Convention
San Francisco
April 3-7, 1989
Tuesday
Social Development of LD Students:
C haracteristics and I nte Nention
Stqtegies. S:45-12:15

Development ol KUJRLD
Research in Learning Disabilities
Family lnteNention Model. | :1 5-2:1 |

Wednesday
A Math Stategies lnteNention
Curiculum for Adolescents with
Disabi I ites. 3 :4 5-4 :45

place with student pairs or with
groups of sludenls led by the reacher

The materials necessary to teach 30
social skills include comic books,
workbooks, skill books, role-play
cards, skill checklists, management
charts, and generalization activities.
Instrucrion begins with the "Body

Basics," the basic components
included in all social skills (e.g., eye
contact, facial expression, posture).
Once they have mastered these skii ls.
students can choose to leam a wide
range of skills, from simple ones such
as the Greeting Skill to such complex
skills as Negotiation, Persuasion, and
Giving Criticism. The program was
specially designed for students
diagnosed as having leaming disabil i-
ties, emotional disturbances, or mild
developmental disabilities based on
suggestions from parents, teache6,
and students both in terms of the
skills to be leamed and the overall
clrriculum format. Results of field-
tests have been yery positive with
these populations. In fact, adoles-
cents with learning disabilities out-
scored normally-achieving adoles-
cents on a role-play test of social
skills after they had participated in
the program!

Several teachers have reported that
leaming strategy acquisition is
enhanced if their students learn social

sLil ls at the same time. For example.
if students know how to accept
compliments and criticism, they are
more likely to benefit from feedback.
Thus, instruction in social skills
seems to be a worthy complement to
instruction in leaming strategies.

Janet Jones, resource teacher, at
Brooklyn Junior High School in
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota recently
reported that she and fellow teacher
Jo Lipell began the Social Skills for
Daily Living program with a class of
seYen low-functioning LD,TEMR
students. Janet wdtes: "We pro-
gessed slowly through Body Basics
with super success and much enthusr-
asm from the students. One ofour
students, a whiny, slouching child
who had begun to wear on the nerves
of both students and teachers, soon
became morc aware of lhe messages
he was sending to other people. He
immediately generalized the skills he
leamed to other classes where his
fellow students, who have classes
with him, provided additional
feedback."

Social Skills for Daily Living was
written by Jean Schumaker, Steve
Hazel, Colleen Pederson and many
other staff members of the KU-IRLD.
It's available from American Guid-
ance Service in a variety of packaging
options. The total program retails at
$.130.00. For information call 1-800-
328-2560.a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a



Hulk Hogan and Miss Piggy help introduce complex sentences!!

In teaching the Ssntence Writing
S/rale$,, SherylBlock, Louisville,
Kentucky, inhoduces complex
sentences to her elementary students
using the following procedure. First,
she discusses the meanings of
independent and dependent by
making comparisons between her
own life and her students' lives (e.g.,
"I am independent because I no
longer have to live with my parents. I
have my ownjob. I am indepen-
denl-I can be on my own. You ar€
dependent because you live with your
parents. and you depend on lhem for
food. clothes- and a home. You are
dependent because you cannot liye on
your own."). Next, she introduces
Hulk Hogan (the wrestler) and Miss
Piggy of "Muppet Babies," and asks
her students which character is inde-
pendent and which is dependent.
Other characters could be chosen.
Make sure, however, that one is
clearly independent, the other clearli
dependent.

Then she tells the story of a trip
Hulk Hogan and Miss Piggy take to a
haunted house. The students are
asked to close their eyes and yisualize

the haunted house as Sheryl describes
it: dark, dusty, full of cobwebs and
spiders, strange noises, and so on (she
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Address change requested

embellishes the description and uses
appropriate vocal inflection). Hulk
Hogan is going to enter the haunted
house, but Miss Piggy is reluctant
(Sheryl provides the dialogue for the
characters). Hulk Hogan assures his
companion that he will go first and
that he will hold her hand. At this
point, Sheryl asks her students, "Is

Hulk Hogan dependent or independ-
ent?" The kids shout, "Independent!"
"Did Hulk Hogan pause before he
went in with Miss Piggy behind him?"
"No, he just barged right in," Sheryl
says, as she writes ID (independent/
dependent) on the chalkboard.

Sheryl then leads Hulk Hogan and
Miss Piggy into the haunted house a

second time with Miss Piggy entering
first. "Is Miss Piggy going to barge in
like Hulk Hogan did?" she asks.
"No," the students respond. "Hulk

Hogan tells Miss Piggy that it will be
okay; he will come right behind her.
Miss Piggy still pauses when she goes
filst, and Hulk Hogan comes right
behind her," Sheryl says, as she writes
D, I (dependent, independent) on the
chalkboard.

The two formulas. ID and D.I that
have just been presented and are used
in lhe Sentence Writing Strateg, are
then linked to the dependent and
independent behavior of the two
characters. Sheryl reports that her
students never forget the formulas!
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